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Any to Cloud
VMware to Cloud
Cloud to Cloud 
Any to VMware

To Any Cloud
Offline Migration

Online Replication
 Install TARSync on the host of
any physical, virtual, or cloud
platform to provide online
incremental replication
service via internet.

TARServer
Install TARServer on a Windows physical or virtual machine.
It is responsible for receiving and reading replicated source data and
writing them into the target disk.

Management
Centrally manages all client and target registrations,
as well as replication and recovery processes.
Unifying processes across platforms and clouds.

Automated Process with Real-Time Report
Automated replication process with real-time status report to help admins
with management.

Customizable
Recovery Process
Recovery process is customizable such as
implementing pre/post-recovery scripts,
specifying recovered machine type, and IP address configurations.

Heterogenous System Conversion
Exclusive technology: automatic identification of
heterogeneous platforms and perform the
corresponding system conversion.

Cut-Over Successful!
Through the tests and verifications done in Step 5, cutting over to the target
can be completed quickly and correctly within a few minutes.

Offline Migration
Offline system or data disks such as 
VHD or VMDK files can be replicated. 
For physical or virtual machines
that are under off mode can be
booted and prepared using TARSync
Offline Kit.

VMware Agentless
Agentless for VMware virtual
machines, making the migration
process simpler and safer.

Customizable Replication
Process
Replication process is customizable
based on actual scenarios,
such as snapshot intervals, disk to replicate, and implementing pre/post-scripts.

Block-Level Replication
The mechanism only replicates incremental changes after the first full synchronization.
Highly efficient in the use of time and resources with near-zero production impact.

Continuous Replication
If the user’s network is sufficient, continuous replication can be carried out to
achieve thorough protection.

Zero Impact
Will not interrupt on-going replications.  

Within Minutes
Only takes minutes to create test environments at target. 

Unlimited
Unlimited automated tests which allow easy verificatio
 and increases cut-over success rate.
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